MEMORANDUM

TO:  OIC-Chief, Curriculum Implementation Division
      Chief, School Governance and Operation Division
      Education Program Supervisor-SGOD
      Public Elementary School Heads
      School Sports Officers/Coordinators

FROM:  DR. ROMMEL C. BAUTISTA, CESO V
        Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT:  MEETING OF ALL SCHOOL SPORTS OFFICERS, DISTRICT
          CHAIRMEN AND DISTRICT COORDINATORS

Date:  June 10, 2019

Please be informed that there will be a meeting of all SCHOOL SPORTS
OFFICERS/Sports Coordinators, District Chairmen and District Coordinators on June 13, 2019,
2:30 p.m. at BN4 Elementary School.

Please bring the following documents:

1. List of sports achievement for SY 2016-2017, SY 2017-2018 and SY2018-2019 (City
   Meet)
2. List of sports achievement for Regional Qualifying Sports (Dual Meet)
3. List of sports achievement for Palarong Pambansa

School heads are requested to arrange the class schedule of concerned teachers to avoid
disruption of classes.

Immediate and wide dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.
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“EDUKASYONG TAPAT AT SAPAT PARA SA LAHAT”

New Bldg - Sports Educational Hub, Brgy. San Isidro, Antipolo City
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